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immediately after the accession of Lincoln tried to open
negotiations with the Federal Government. Lincoln, on the
other hand, determined on war, refused any negotiations at
all and despatched warships for the coercion of Charleston.
The Southern Government was thus forced into the tech-
nically unfortunate position of firing the first shot . . .
which they did on Fort Sumter, an unfinished harbour
fortification in which the Federal garrison of the port had
taken refuge. Had they waited until Lincoln's battleships
arrived they must have lost Charleston and South Carolina
as they had lost Baltimore and Maryland, But the firing,
not on the fort but on the flag—for no one was killed on
either side . . * that technical insult to Old Glory was
skilfully used by Lincoln as a fiery cross to call for the rising
of the Northern Clans which till then—if we regard as
Clans the bulk of the industrial classes of the North—had
remained rather surlily indifferent to the situation. , . ,
The war was, in essence, on both sides an Employers* War,
the Industrial Employers of the North having the better war-
cries whilst the cause of the Planters was hampered by
political intrigues and the temperamental incapacity of
their civilian leaders. In its purposes the war reproduces
all the other wars that have harried the surface of the Great
Route, It was the incursion for plunder of a climatically
unpleasing North with ideals of enormous wealth into a
region beneath the 4Oth parallel N. where life was easy,
traditions strong, and great wealth by no means either
desired or necessary for the leading of an agreeable, highly
stylized life. . . . The parallel with, say, the conquest of
Provence by the North French is exact. The civilization of
the Troubadours was of a highly cultured feudal type, its
wealth based on agriculture. In each case the North made
skilful use of a moral cry to induce enthusiasm in a rather
indifferent world; and again in each case the result, as far
as our world of to-day is concerned, was the blotting out
of a fairly satisfactory political system and a traditional
civilization of a certain beauty . . * in the case of Provence
of a very great beauty indeed. . . . And as a result, in
Provence as in the South, you have had the spectacle of a

